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ABSTRACT MONTEREY, C^.L.a.r u;.»ij.rt -...-,.>
A synoptic investigation employing quasi- Lagrangiar.
iiagncstic tachniquas was conducted toe a North A.*:lan*ic
Ocean polar low undergoing a period of rapid cyclogenesis.
The polar low was of relatively small horizon-ai scale and
developed in a region of low s-atic stability and larga
iDw-level baroclinity, which is consistent wi-h theoretical
studies. Rapid surface pressure falls and vigorous
circulation increases correla-e well with the observed max-
ima in low-level inward mass transport and apper-l2v=:l mass
outflow, and are temporally coincident with the incursion of
the forward divergence quadrant of a jet streak into the
budget volume. The most rapid increases of ansolut?
vorticity occurred in the 2 50 to 3 00 Bb layer, and are
related tc combined contributions of positive vortici-y
advection and vertical redistribution processes. The domi-
nant forcing of low-level absolute vorticity incrBas=5 comes
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Th9 accurate pr<5diction of tha devslopmenT: of all s=Vrr3
Hiari'tiine storms and their subsequent, pa-hs is of vital
importance to military and civilian sea-going vessels, peo-
ple living in ccas-al areas and their associated recrea-
tional activities, and to the expanding number of cil rigs
situated ever continental shelves. The ?dstnet Yacht Pace
(Wcodrof f 6, 1981) is remembered for the uaexpeczed severe
weather that caused havoc among the competitors to the south
of Ireland. British fine-mesh mod«l forecasts failed to
give advance warning of a sudden deepeaing and the excep-
tional vigor of a maritime low which produced 15 a seas and
gale force winds with gusts up to 34 m/s. Consequently, 2U
yachts were missing or abandoned and 15 crew members were
lost at sea. In September 1978, the Queen Elizabeth II
(James, 1979) enccuntared unexpectedly heavy southwest seas
and swell wi*-.h winds g us ting to 32 m/s, which resulted in
structural damage and numerous injuries to passengers and
crew. aore recently, the oil rig Ranger (Lemoyne , 198 2) was
sunk due to the destructive weather associated with a mari-
time cyclone. Early warning is most essential to preclude
this loss of life and to minimize damages due to the extreme
weather conditions which accompany these powerful cyclones,
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Perhaps the most frsquently ovarlODlc^d class of cyclcne
is the polar low, Thase primarily maritime systems form
poleward of the polar front arid generally are not cDr.sidered
to be a severe weather producir*g system, although apprecia-
ble precipitatior. from convective activity may accompany
their passage. Occasionally, these small-scale polar lows
undergo rapid intensification and becc^s extremely powerful
and dangerous cyclones on a seals comparable to middle
latitude maritime cyclones.
The majority of observed cases of explosive cyclogenesis
occurring off ths ^ast coast of continents at middle
latitudes originate as a wave perturbation on a polar front
separating polar air from tropical air, as in the classical
Norwegian cyclone model. Occasionally, non-frontal
cyclones, and specifically the polar lew, undergo explosive
cyclogenesis in th 3 cold air poleward of the polar front.
Based on a study (Sanders and 3yakum, 1930) of 267 explosive
deepening cases in the North Pacific and North Atlan^-ic
Oceans during the winter months of 1976-1979, less than one
percent of the cases occurred at latituias north of 60 N.
The term "polar" low is widely used in literature to
define a small-scale cyclone which forms poleward of the
13

polar front originating er.tireiy within th3 polar air aass.
However, there appears to be a cat^gcrizazioa dilenina con-
cerning the several types of polar lows ani the v=ry broad
definition of the polar low. For example, all of the fol-
lowing cyclones have been referred to as polar lows:
• Saall-scale cylones poleward of the polar front not
associated with a ccmma cloud patcera bat often con-
nected -o spiral cloud patterns (Rasaiussen , 1981) ;
• Small-scale cyclones associated with upper-level short
waves commcnly formed southeast of Greenland with
strona west-northwest winds aloft (Hariay , 196 0) ; and
Some attempts have been ijade to resolve this categorization
dil^mna, based upon primary formation nechanisms and geo-
graphical considerations. Locatelli et ai(1982) suggests
that there are two types of polar lows. The first type is
aainly baroclinic in nature and possesses frontal character-
istics, and the second type develops farther back in the
polar air and appears to be more convective than the first
type. Similarly, Sardie and Warner (1983) suggest that
moist barcclinic processes alone may explain the origin of
14

Nor-th Pacific Ocean polar lows, while aoist barocliniry ar.'5
CISK are essential in the genesis of ^ozzh. Atlantic Ocean
polar lows.
Regardless of whether zhe nascent low is a middle
latitude frontal cyclone or a polar low, explosive
cyclogenesis is generally poorly pr?diciea by existing
numerical models. Sanders and 3 ya'-cum ( 1930) demonstrate -hat
ths National Meteorological Center pri:niti7e equation (P£)
model predictions of rapidly deepening laritime cyclones
typically forecast cnly one-fourth to one-third of the
actual d3 velopment.
Lack of conclusive evidence and conjecture as *:o what
dominant physical processes are involved in the fcrmaticn
and development of polar lows strongly Lniicate that further
research is necessary before full understanding and accurate
prediction eventually can be achieved. Poor iara coverage
and the small scales over which explosive niaritiie
cyclogenesis occurs have restrict^^d detailed research, and
have precluded accurate nunierical predictions for many
meteorological events over oceanic regions and at high
latitudes. Improvements in satellite obsarvations cf
numerous meteorological variables has moderated this
15

prcblem. However, before th€ potential of this r.^wlv
acquired daria source can be fully realized, a raDre coapr^-
hansive knowledge of the dynainics and thermodynamics
involved in explosive cyclogenesis in polar air strsams aus-
be obtained.
This study constitutes a por^,ion of a broadly based
research effort to better understand and prsdict rapid mari-
time cyclogenesis by employing a combined observational and
numerical modelling approach. Better anders- anding of th=
physical mechanisms and air-ssa interactions involved will
provide rhe basis for more credible and accurate numerical
modelling schemes for oceanic ragions. Specifically, this
-hesis consists cf mass and circulation (absoluie vorticity)
budgets of a high latitude polar low. rha polar low in thi?
study originates as a trough cf low pressure extending
westward across Iceland on 26 January 1979 and undergoes
periods cf explosive cyclogenesis as it ^ro-v^s southeasterly
toward the United Kingdom during the ansuing 72 h. This
system is a prime example of rapid cyclogenesis in a pclar
air stream. Fortunately, the developnant occurred during
one of the First GARP Global Sxperimant (FGGE) spacial




Translating storm budget diagnostic prcceiur^s
(Wash, 1978) will b^ asad in this study for budg=^, analyses.
This quasi-Lagr angian diagnostic (QLD) approach focusss
expressly on the oyclonic scale to dascrlDe quantitatively
the features of cyclone developinent, as well as the
processes forcing changes in the c'/:;lonic circulation.
These techniques incorporate translation! 'Effects as the
volume is centered on and moved with the surface pressure
minimum of the cyclone. This affords a perspective on the
interaction of the cyclone with its environment. Specifi-
cally, QLD budgets yield quantitative evaluations of the
exchanges of mass, circulation and angilar aomentam between
the budget volume and environment. Sources and sinks,
lateral and ver'^ical exchanges of me-^ sorological variablss
can be calculated and identifisd with physical and dynamical
processes within the volume.
The overall objective of this thesis is to gain insight
into the significance and magnitude of several physical
processes involved in rapid maritime cyclogenesis in a polar
air stream. Specific thesis objectives ar a:
• Study of the horizontal and vertical mass circulation
in relation to the explosive development;




• S'udy of the d evaloprasnt process usina vorticity to
dst-rrmine ths key terms responsiBle for the
d-rvelopment ; and
• S'udy of the isefilness of the FGG3 data for describing
this rapidly developing cyclone.
Chapter II will summarize many of the significant
research efforts on polar lows. K brief description and
analysis cf -.he the FG3S data set utilized as a data base in
this study is presented in chapter III. A comprehensive
synoptic discussion on the explosively deepening polar low
is given in chapter 11, Chapter V provides a general
description cf the QLD technique and the budget equations
utilized. Budget results are contained in Chapter VI and
711, and conclusions and r ecomaeniations for further




Little is known about th9 polar low and it is saidora
msntioned in meteorological t2xtbooks and oublicai ions. Th>5
term "polar low" was first introducsd by Harl^y (1960) to
describe snallow, intense baroclinio disturbances with
scales of about 1000 km which affect Great Britain.
Numerous theories have been presented concerning polar low
formation and developaent. To date thare is little agree-
ment, and no conclusive evidence, as to the dominant physi-
cal processes involved in its life cycle. Traditionally,
polar low formation has been attributed to surface heating,
or more specifically, to the sensible heat flux through the
air-sea interface as cold polar air flows ovar relatively
warm seas.
However, several papers (Flarrold and Browning, 1969;
:iansfield, 197a; Reed, 1979; Mullen, 1979), have claimei
that the polar low is a shallow baroclinic phenomenon of
relatively small horizontal scale. Rasmussen (1979), en the
other hand, has revived the thermal instability theory, and
has proposed that in many cases the polar low is a
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manifestation of conditional instability of the second kind
(CISK). Reed (1379) investigated c/olones in polar air
streams over the North Pacific Ocean and sagqested that the
polar low is essentially a baroclinic phenomenon, and that
CISK cannot be ruled out as a possible contributing factor
in its formation and intensification. More racantly, ilullen
(1982) has documented polar air stream cyclogenesis over tha
wintertime North American continent. since similar systems
can develop over land in air masses with negligible wa* ar
content, he concludes that the necessity of CISK for polar
low formation and development may be rul?d out.
A recognized problem in applying baroclinic instability
theory to polar Id w formation is the short wavelength of
these small-scale cyclones. In most theoratical studies of
oarcclinic thecry (e
.
g. , Sim mors =nd Hoskins, 1 976) ,
wavelengths on the order of 3000-aOOO ^n at the latitude of
England are found to have maximum growth rates. Observed
wavelengths of polar lows are typically only on'=-third of
the expected 3000-!4000 km.
Authors who claim baroclinic instability as the primary
formation mechanism suggest that these phenomenon owe their
small horizontal scales to low-level static stability (Reed,
20

1979; Duncan, 1977) or enhancad low-lavsi baroclir.i-y (Har-
rold and Browning, 1969). Mullen (1979) points ou- -.ha-
theoretical support for baroclinic instability thsory as th^
primary mechanism is offered by Gail (1976) and Staley and
Gall (1977). Thay have shown that basic flows with Richard-
son numbers significantly lower near the surface than tha
Richardson number alofr can support graatar linear growth
rates for small synopric-scala waves. Therefore, snail
Richardson numbers, which imply either s.iiall static stabil-
ity or enhanced baroclinity, are the:>retically consis-ent
with baroclinic instability theory as a viable physical
mechanism in polar low formation.
The role of barotropic instability in the development Df
polar lows has been given little attantion. ?ol=.r lows
often develop in the strong shaar zone poleward of the jat
axis, and fulfill the necessary reguirai^ant for barotropic
instability. Nitta and Yanai (1969i found that th=
wavelength of maximum instability for a barotropic jet
stream depends on the half -width of the jet, and that
smaller wavelengths are associated with tha narrower jats.
Reed (1979) proposes that it is highly unlikely that a jet
stream can ever be sharp enough to account for the very
21

3:nall-sca l€: sys-t<rms that devalop ovar the oceans ir. wiii-<=r.
Rssaarch by Simmons and Hoskins ( 1978) Dn the life, cycl- of
baroclinic waves shows that baroclinic prDcesses domir.ate
daring wave growth and that barotropic conversions du not.




Th9 data base ased for this study is comprised er.rircly
of FGGE level Ill-b data which war^ assimilated and pro-
C9ssed by the European C«ii~er for Medium-range Weather Fore-
casts (2CMWF). Specifically, analyses between 1200 G'AT 26
January 1979 and 1200 3MT 29 January 1979 are used to define
the development and movement of the polar low.
The international F3GE effort has resulted in the most
extensive global atmospheric data set ey=r collected for use
by the aetecrologica 1 community. More than 7000 temperature
sounding profiles from two polar orbiting satellites, and
6000 cloud-tracic winds from five geostationary satellitss
were available daily. The Global Weather Experiaient met thB
objective of twice-a-day global measure:nent s of the atmos-
phere with a 500 km resolution. The conventional observing
system included the surface (land, ships, seme drifting
buoys), rawindscndes, drcpsondes, pilDt balloons and air-
craft data. The satellite and ncn-sat2ilite data are com-
bined to provide the basis for the complete FGGE data set
(Halem et al, 1982) .
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The northern regions of the North \-lantic Oces.n £r^
known to be a data-sparse region. During the FGGE sp=rcial
observing periods, additional data not normally received on
a routine basis were gained through pilot reports, AIBEPS,
some dropsondes, but primarily through an increased number
of ship reports in the region. This data coverage for 26 -
29 January 1979, the life span of the szorm within this
study, is adequate and provides a suitable data base for
application of the QLD approach. The data coverage provided
by the FGGE special observing period for the life span of
this stora is presented in Figs. 1,2 and 3, which are
obtained from the Documentation cf station £lot £i.22HJ3r
distributed by the Gcddard Modeling and Simulation Facility
in February 1982.
The data management plan that was put into operation
during the FGGI period is described in Fig. 4. This chart
shows the flow of data from the instrument signals, Irvel I;
the transfornat ion into basic meteorological parameters,
level II; and the final merging into a complete global set
of basic meteorological parameters, level Il-b data set.
The 'b' denotes all the data collected aithin a three-month
cut-off period, and contains as a subset the operational
24

data collectsd in r^al time. The real-time data are corre-
spondingly indicatsd by label 'a'. The Isvel Il-b data con-
stitute the basic meteorological predict of th? Global
Weather Experiment.
The data assimilation system used to produce the level
Ill-b data set is a thres-diaensional, aal-ivariaT:? optiaiam
interpolation, and an associated au-omatic systsm for data
checking. The basic idea for optimum interpolation is zo
determine at each grid point those interpolation weights
that gives the best fit of the analysis to the observations.
This optimum weight not only depends on the distribution of
the observations, but also on the error characteristics of
the observations and the first-guess forecast. The quality
of the observations is regarded as very good and only very
few are considered incorrect and discarded. A 15-Ievel
model with a horizontal resolution of 1.875 degrees is used
for the dynamical assimilation. The EC.1WF level Ill-b pro-
duction was completed in June 1981 ani analyses at 00 GMT
and 12 GMT are available for all standard levels to 10 mb.
Daring the special observing periods, analyses have also
been archived at 06 GMT and 18 GMT.
25

The analyses are available at 15 Isvsls (1000 *:o 10 hd)
aad with a horizontal rasolution of 1.375 degrees litituc.^:/
longitude. The data S9t contains the basic analysis fields:
haight, horizontal wind components anl sea-level pressure.
Fields of temperature, relative humidity and vertical veloc-
ity are also included. The temperature field has been
calculated from the initialized heights and sea-level pres-
sure, and the vertical velocity from th? initialized winds.
Finally, the relative humidity has been obtained from pre-
cipitable water analyses. Table I illustrates the pressure
levels and the data fields available (Bengtsson, et al,
1932). Further information on the ?3GE data and its




IV. SYNOPTIC DISCUSSION AND NHP P^IFOSMANCS
A. GENERAL
Tho polar low in this study evolved on 26 Janusry 1979
frcm a trough cf low pressure near Iceland that was wall to
the north of the polar front. The storm (Pig. 5) followed a
southeasterly track from southwest of Iceland to Ireland
over a 72-h period. This case is a excellent example cf
explosive maritime cyclogenesis in a polar air stream. The
polar low involved in this case study is similar to those
mentioned by Mansfield (197U) , in that an initially small-
soale cyclone evolved through explosive deepening into a
cyclone with dimensions comparable to middle lati-ude
cyclones.
This polar low development has striking similarities to
those prescribed by Petterssen et al. (1952) to be common in
maritime cyclcgenesis. Specifically, this cyclone develops
at low levels under a relatively straight upper current,
without appreciable vorticity advection, and in a region cf
maximum baroclinity. Additionally, the upper cold trough




Probably the nDst remarkable faatars during ths lif^
span of this cyclone is its rapid de vslopment , mstaration
and decay within three days. The following description of
these stages in 12-h increments will utilize 250 tub winds
and isotachs, 500 mb heights and absolute vorticity, and
10 00-500 mb thickness and sea-lsvel pressure analyses. Sup-
plementary satellite imagery will be ussd to illustrate ths
more salient features and events,
B. SYNOPTIC DISCUSSION
The meteorological situation at 12 G:ir 26 January for
the eastern North Atlantic Dcean and -h? Jlorwegian Sea is
dominated by a vertically stacked low pressure system situ-
ated over th3 central Norwegian Sea. Fig. 6a illustra*: = 3
this strong cycloaic vortex at 250 nb and the large areal
extent over which it influences the circulation pattern. A
45 31/s jet maximum extends across northern France and into
central Europe and is directly associated with a polar front
moving southeasterly into Europe. Another maximum of 30 m/s
with a west-northwestly orientation across Greenland to the
rive Fingers region of northwest Iceland, is indicated by




In ths lower troposphere, the first significant: char.ge
in the sea-lavel pressure (SLP) contours in several days has
developed in the form of a east-west oriented trough across
Iceland. At 12 GMT 26 January there are no closed isobars
and the pressure minimum of 1011 mb is located in *he
Denmaric Strait. Although rhe National aeterclcgical Cen-er
(NMC) and Fleet Numerical Oceano graphic Center (F^IOC) analy-
ses at 12 GMT 26 January 1979 indicate no frontal system to
the west of Iceland, the gradient of the thickness values m
Fig. 6c indicates a strong baroclinic zone. The question
may be raised whether the trough of the polar lew differs in
fundamental respects from a front as mentioned by Reed
(1979). Low-level s-.reamlines suggest that this low-level
baroclinic zone is the intersection of very cold Arctic air
swept across the ice edge with the polar air mass behind the
front entering Europe. Cloud patterns in Fig. 7 support
this interpretation as cold dry air flows southward from the
Greenland ic3 cap and Davis Strait and swirls cyclonically
around Ka? Farvel into the northern North Atlantic Ocean and
Denmark Strait region.
The southern Greenland ice cap appears as the only dis-
tinguishable landmark in Fig. 7. Iceland lies under a
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stratus overcast with convective activity occurring to tzs
east. This convectivs activity east of Zealand is dspic^ei
by the broad band of the cold wq ite tops of cumulor.iabus
.
Addiu ionally , chera exists a strong ssa-surfac-^? troipera-
ture (3ST) gradient off the southeastern coasr: of Greenland,
as can be seen in Fig. 8. Pettsrssen at il. (1962) suggest
these regions of strong SST gradiant ara preferred areas for
maritime cyclogenesis , and this has Dean supported by th=
szudy of Sanders and Gyakum (1980).
In the mid- troposphere, a. north-soata criez-ced trough
extends over the United Kingdom. Typical absolute vorticity
patterns associated with this flow are iapictad in Fig. 6b.
-5 1Noteworthy is a small perturbation m taa 12 X 10 s"' iso-
line immediately to the southwest of Icaland. Although lit-
tle significance can be drawn from this perturbation at this
time, its importance will become mora apparent as the middle
troposphere continues to adjust to ciianges in low-level
temperature advection.
The deepening cyclone at 00 GMT 27 January 1979 has a
SLP minimum of 1000 mb, which is a decraase of approximately
11 mb during the preceding 12 h. Satellite iraagary at 0124
GMT 27 January (Fig. 9) illustrates a dramatic development
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in the cyclons stracture during the 3.5 h sinc3 the previous
iiagery. Cyclonic circulation is now aost evidant to the
northwest of Ireland. Convsctive activity is widespread
around the system, especially in the north through southeast
sector. Cirrus streaks continue to indicate the presence of
high speed winds over the Greenland ice cap, however, the
wind direction has shifted to northwesterly.
At 00 GMT 27 January (Fig. 10a), a detached extension of
the upper-level wind maximum lies directly over the surface
position of the developing low, which has tracked southeast-
erly to the south of Iceland. The cold idvecticn previously
off the Greenland ice cap has translated eastward and has
intensified. The tightyly packed thickness lines and iso-
bars ara nearly perpendicular (Fig. 10c), and refiscts this
exceptional cold advecticn southward through the Denmark
Strait. Warai advection to the east of the developing
cyclone is comparatively weak.
In the middle troposphere (Fig. 10b) , a significant
change is noticable in the 500 mb contour pattern. In
response to the strong cold advection in the lower levels,
troughing is new occurring in the 500 mb pattern near
Iceland. This s al f-amplif icaticn has produced greater
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cirvature in the flow with coirs sponiing vorticity =^av'=cticri
-5 1
changes. A small maximum of 13 X 10 s now liss o':<=:Z th^
southwestern tip of Iceland with the 12 X 10 5 ..1 1 i n '=
extending well south of Kap Farvel.
Satellite imagery at 0544 GMT and 1343 3MT 27 Jinaary in
Figs. 11 and 12, respect;ively , illustra-e th? continued
rapid development of the surface system and its southeast-
erly track towards Ireland. The system at 12 GMT 27 January
1979 has a central pressure of 985 mb, which is a decrease
of 15 mb during the previous 12 h, and a decrease of 26 mb
during the previous 24 h. Convective activity has continue!
to increase in area and in vigor with vary broad coa-inuous
bands of cumuloniabus throughout the eastern half of thB
system. The northerly flow across Zealand has iynaiti ically
induced a clearing along the south coast.
The upper-level wind maximum (Fig. 13a) acw sxtencs
southward from Greenland well into the North Atlantic with
its axis situated to the west of the strong polar low. This
alignment between surface system and upper level wind maxi-
mum will provide significant divergence aloft and will con-
tribute to further deepening of the cyclone. The strong




Ir; the lower troposphere (Fig. 13c» , very strong coli
advsction continues to the west of the polar low as thick-
ness lines have been deformel well to the south of their
initial latitudes at 12 GMT 25 January. .iarra advac-ion to
the east of the cyclone remains relatively weak.
The interaction between the strong low-level advection
processes and the consequent rsspcnse of the middle tropo-
sphere is illustrated in Fig. 13b. Ths self-amplification
process is most apparent now, and is marksdly reflected by
the continued amplification of the northeasr-scu- hwest ori-
ented trough south of Iceland and by the consequent
development of a significant absoluta vorticiry maximum
wirhin the trough. This newly generated vorticity maximum,
located immediately to the northwest of the surface position
of the already strong polar low, will provide further
impetus toward deepening of the cyclone.
Satellite imagery at 20C6 ZiT 27 Janiary 1979 (Fig. iu)
indicates that the ccnvective activity to the east of this
powerful maritime cyclone now blankets aost of Ireland and
northwest Scotland. 3y 00 Gl^i: 28 January 1979 (Fig. 15c),
the polar lew is very near maximum intensity with a central
pressure of 976 mb, and is situated immediately to the
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northwest, of Ir«laad. Ocean weather ship Lima, station-:;(i
nsar 57.2°N and 20. 4°W, or approximately 400 nautical aii^s
south of Iceland, is reporting heavy snow showers accompa-
nied by 21.5 m/s of wind and 7-ni seas. The Mariner's
Weather Leg (July, 1979 issue) states that rwo ships, the
Asia Frsiqh-cer and the C.P. Discoverer , reported 10- to M-id
ssas in the vicinity of 52°N and 16°W.
Although the storm is near peaic int^nsi-y, -^.he upper-
tropospheric flow suggests that further deepening is
unlikely and decay processes are iniminent. The vcrticity
maximum at 500 mb (Fig. 15b) has almost overtaken the polar
low, with ths eastarn portion of the absolute vorticity max-
imum now coincident, with the surface syst = m, and the system
is quickly occluding up tc the jet stream level (Fig. 15a).
Satellite imagery at 1025 GMT 28 January 1979 (Fig. 16)
reveals that the center has now become somewhat disorganized
and that the bands of convective activity to the eest have
become less pronounced. By 12 G^IT 23 January 1979, the
polar low's central pressure has been steady at 976 mb
during the previous 12 h. Opper- level oyclogenesis at both
the 500 mb and 250 mb levels has occurred and the system is
now verticallv stacked, as shown in Fig. 17. The absolute
3«»

vorticity maximum at 500 mb is new coi.icid^n* with -he sur-
face position of the polar low. Numerous surface observa-
tions in the anitel Kingdom still report shower ac-ivity.
During the ensuing 12 h, the polar low drifts eastward
and fills 3 mb to a central pressure of 979 rab by DO GMT 29
January 1979 (Fig. 18). The system remains vertically
stacked. Satellite imagery at 0048 3.1T 29 January 1979
(Fig. 19) illustrates that, the decay process has progress='d
at a rapid pace. The distinct, vigorous center of only 24
htop before is now extremely disorganized. The center has
broken into three weak vortices along the western coast of
the United Kingdom. Although numerous cumulonimbus tops are
still evident around the low, the convective activity has
subdued considerably.
The polar lew continued to drift eastward across the
United Kingdom by 12 3MT 29 January 1979 (Fig. 20). The
central pressure has filled an additional 5 mb and is new
984 mb. The dissipating cyclone will continue to drift
easterly. This short-lived, once powerful cyclone




C. NDMSRICAL WEATHER PREDICTION PERFORMANCE
Numerical prediction models at NMC and FNOC performed
poorly in the prediction of this storm's SLP evolutior . The
inability of the FNOC 36 h SLP forecasts to predic- the inin-
imuia SLP of the rapidly deepening polar low is illustrated
in Fig. 21. Although a deepening rate is apparent in the
consecutive forecasts, the magnitude of the deepening was
not predicted. Additionally, the aodei failed to forecast a
closed circulation until 00 GMT 29 January, two days after
closed SLP iscbars were analyzed from FG3E lata.
Although a coiplete set of NMC 35-h surface pressure
forecasts is unavailable, those prognoses valid at 12 GMT 26
January, 12 GMT 27 January and 00 GMT 29 January reflect
that the NMC products fared as poorly as the FNOC numerical
predictions. For example, the n:ic 36-h surface prognosis
valid at 12 GMT 27 January forecast a trough of low pressure
across England and Ireland with pressures varying from
1002-1006 mb. However, the observed oentral pressure had
dropped to 985 mb and the storm had attained a strong
cyclonic circulation.
One explanation for these differences may be that the
different objective analysis and initialization schemes
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smployad by NMC aai PNOC ars significantly diff=rer.T from
the initial fields obtained through optiauoi interpoiat ion ai
SCMWF. Only sub-tls diffsrencsE in the cantral pressures are
found between FGGE, FNOC and NMC analyses of the polar low
(Fig. 22). These slight differences disclaim the possibil-
ity that the lack of initial surface data is the cause for
such gross errors in numerical prediction.
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V. 2UASI-LAGRAiIGI AN DIAGNOSTICS
The foremost objective of the quasi-Lagrangian trchniq'ie
(QLD) is the quantitative evaluation of important physical
processes involved in extratropical cycLogsnesis. Baigets
of basic physical parameters such as mass, absoluxe
vorticity (circulation), angular mc:nenta3! and various energy
forms can be computed within a specific a t.nospher ic volume.
This budget volume is translated with a distinguishable fea-
ture of the system, usually the SLP minimam. This accounts
for translat icnal effects in the lateral zranscor- and
advection of migratory extratropical cyclones. Addi-^ion-
ally, vertical redistributions of 'hs basic pararaeter^
within the budget volume as tha result Df ver-cicai transport
processes can be assessed. These inherent features estab-
lish the QLD technique as a viable approach to evalua-e
cyclone development. By contrast, Kang and Baker (1975)
evaluated the effects of migratory synoptic-scale systems
relative to a fixed volume only.
The basic framework and equations for the QLD approach
were developed at the University cf Wisconsin by Professor
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Donald R. Johnsca ar.i his sta dents. Johnson and Dovr.^y
(1975a) provide an overview of the generalized budget
approach; Johnson and Downey (19 75b) show the definition and
use of storm angular momeTitum; and Johnson and Downey (1976)
give specific cyclone applications of raass and angular
momentum budgets. These techniques hav5 proven to be a use-
ful tool in previous studias on extratropical cyclone
development. Table II presents a chronological listing of
studies employing the QLD approach.
Thi budget volume is definsd by the ten mandatory ores-
sure levels in the vertical and by a variable radius in the
horizontal. As applied in this thesis the budget volume is
centered over the 3L? minimum of the polar low and is trans-
lated with the developing systsm. Two saparate radii were
selected to repressn* two budget volunss invoivei in this
study. A radius of four degrees latitude was selected to
represent the in*3nse horizontal circulation near the cen-
ter. A radius of sight degrees of latitjde was ssiected for
an cuter radius to provida additional information on
processes involved in the cyclogenesis.
The generalized budget equation, waich is presented in
Table III, relates the time rate of change of the prop<='rty
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•CO lateral transport, vertical transport or sources and
sinks of th=5 property within the volume. Budgets of the
basic physical parameters such as mass and oirculation
(vorticity) fcllcw from the generalized budget equation and
are presented in Tables IV and 7.
Following conservation of mass there are no sources or
sinks of mass within the mass budget. The mass budget equa-
tion directly relates the mass tendency (dil/dt) -o the sum
of the lateral xraisport and vertical transport terms. The
lateral transport term represents the mass convergence/div-
ergence and may be considered the primary forcing ^erm to be
evaluated within the mass budget. The mass tendency can be
directly computed since it is dependent only on the surface
pressure tendency, since the pressure at the top of the
budget volume remains fixed. Once these terms are computed,
the vertical mass transport is determine! from the imbalance
between the mass tendency and the lateral transport terms.
A computational residual exists due to observa*- ional,
truncation and interpolation errors. The primary source for
this computational residual can be directly attributed to
the inability to compute accurately the net lateral mass
transport. Corrections to offset these errors must be
no

applied to individual layer residuals. The larges- ccrrec-
rions are applied in the upper troposphere 'rfhera wind cb^^er-
vaticns are the leasr accurate. This procedure produces a
corrected lateral aass transport field called the correc-ei
aass flux.
The QLD vorticity budget egua-ion, presented in Table v,
section A, r€lates the time rate of change of vDrtici-y
directly to lateral and vertical transpor-s, sources and
sinks. The budget formulation begins with the calculation
of absolute vorticity values at each grid point within the
budget volume. Stokes theorem is then employed to relate
the area-integrated vorticity to circulation. These calcu-
lations combined with vector identities are used to parti-
tion the transport terms into advective and divergence
components, as presented in Table V, secrtion 3. To complete
the vortici-y budget eguation, a souce/sinic term is incorpo-
rated to represent the n e* generation/lissipation of abso-
lute vorticity within the budget volume due to diverqence,
tilting and friction terms.
The transport terms of th 3 vorticity budget equation are
also partitioned into mean and eddy modes (Table 71). The
mean mode reflects the transport of absolute vorticity by
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the irrotational component of ziie wind, and caa be assDci-
a-ad with changes in absolute vort-icity due to synoptic
scale mean circulations. Conversely, the eddy incde reflects
the transport of absolute vorticity by primarily the rota-
tional component of the wind, and is due to covariances




VI. MASS BUDGET AND STABTLIXI iMLISES
A. MASS BUDGET
Quasi-Lagr anqian diagnostic mass badgat analys9s wer®
calculated in 12-h incremants asing FGG3 dara fields from 12
GST 26 January and through 12 GMT 29 January. These time
periods span the development, aaturaticn and decay stages of
the polar low, as described in chapter IV, Tine sections cf
corrected mass flux aad area-averaged omega, r=presenzing
the horizontal and vertical mass transport, respectively,
will be examined in detail in the following subsections.
Additionally, the QLD produced vertical motion fields will
be compared to those produced via the kinematic method and
the ECMWF analysis procedure.
''• Horizontal Mass Transport
Time sec^.iDns of the corrected nass flux represent-
ing the horizontal mass transport for radius four and eight
are presented in Fig. 23. Ordinate labels indicate the cen-
tral pressure level for which layer mass flux computations
were performed. For example, the 925 mb level represents
the surface to 850 mb layer. The labalad time periods are
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viewed in the sane manner. For exampla, rha 2713 tias
represents the 12 GMT 27 January through 00 3.MT 2S January
time frame.
A two-layer circulation pattern az radius four is
illustrated in Fig. 23a, with a broad layer of outflow over-
lying a relatively shallow layer of inflow throughout the
storm analysis period. The thickness of -he convergent
layer decreases in vertical extent during the early time
periods through 2706 GMT. After this time period "^he depth
of this layer increases as the polar low approaches ma-ur-
iiy. By the 2818 GST time interval, the level of non-diver-
gence (LND) has increased to a maximum height at U50 mb.
Beyond this time period the LND gradually lowers. A dis-
tinct inflow max imam is seen at 925 mb between the 2709 to
2806 time intervals. This strong low-level convergence cor-
relates well to the period of rapid de vel Dpm<=n* as described
in chapter IV. An associated upper-level maximum outflow at
the 350 mb level occurs between 2718 to 2306 time intervals.
The low-level convergence at radius four is quite shallow
compared to the larger vertical extent of th^ upper level
divergence. However, the magnitude of the mass flux in the
convergence layer is much stronger than the divergence
aloft, as required for conservation of aass.
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The horizontal ccnvergsnce and divergence pa'tt.srn*
a- radius aight ar<5 illustrated in Pig. 23b. The basic
two-layer circulation pattern observed at radius four is not
seen at this radial distance until later time periods. This
is indicative of the initial small horizontal seal- of the
polar low, and the areal expansion of tae system in time.
The early time periods are influencai by the adjacent
anticyclone circulations, but not by the polar low. After
the 2718 interval, low-level convergence increases apprecia-
bly and acquires maximum strength just after the 2818 time
interval. A distinct upper-isvel divergence patt=rn devel-
ops 24 h in advance of the distinguishable low-level
convergence pattern.
Another perspective of the development and areal
expansion of the oDlar low in time can be seen in the spa-
tial variations of the horizontal mass flux within the vol-
ume. At 00 GMT 27 January (Fig. 24a) a shallow well-defined
region of low-level convergence is centered at the 925 mb
level and extends horizontally to radius nine. Above this
convergence layer, and beyond radius nine in the horizontal,
divergence dominates. A very strong divergence (outflow)
maximum exists between radius 11 and 12 near 600 mb.
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During the period from 00 GMT zo 12 GMT 27 January,
the central pressurs of tha polar low irops at a rata of
greater than 1 mbA. By 12 GST 27 Jaiaary, th= inflow or
conv€rgsnce region (Fig. 2Ub) has becoma more compact. The
radial extent of the convergence region has reduced from
radius nine to eight and the vertical extant has shrunk from
625 mb tc 750 mb . Strong divergence continues at the outer
radii from the surface to 500 mb, and a distinct maximum has
developed at radius five near the 350 mb l^vel.
By 00 GMT 28 January, the system is near maturity.
The inflow region has grown rapidly (Fig. 25d) in both the
vertical and horizontal. A secondary -naximum centered near
the 800 mb level at radius five has formed. The LND has
increased to U50 mb , which is some 300 mb higher than 12 h
earlier. The divergence at the outer radii has diminished
in area and magnitude, however, the divergence maximum cen-
tered near 350 mb has intensified. By 12 GY.T 23 January,
the polar low is fully mature, and a basic two-layer
circulation pattern is seen in Fig. 25b.
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2« Vertical Mass Tra r.sport
Area-averaged vertical motion (oiega) fields for rhe
12 GMT 26 January *:o 12 GMT 29 January pariod are presented
in Figs. 26-28. These vertical motion fields are a direct
response to the strong lateral mass traasports in th^ lower
and uppsr troposphere as dascribed ir. the previous section.
The area-averaged omega fields in Fig. 26 ars derived from
conservation of mass with boundary conditions of zero verti-
cal motion at the surface and at the top of the volume (100
mb) . The kinematic method is used to produce the area-
averaged omega fields illustrated in Fig. 27 and the ECMWF
analysis area-averaged omegas fields are presented in Fig.
23. Although produced by different methods, the basic pat-
terns presented in these figures at both the inner and outer
radii are remarkably similar. All figures depict a deep
organized layer of upward vertical motioi at the inaer radii
throughout the analysis period, and a such weaker and less
organized pat-^ern at outer radii.
The maxiiEaa upward vertical motion at the inner
radius occurs in each method in the 12 GMT 27 January
through 00 GMT 28 January time frame. There are, however,
notable differences in the heights of these maxima and the
U7

depth of the organized layer of upward vertical [notion a-
this inner radius. The QLD produced area-averaged omega
field (Fig. 26) indicates a ver-ical velocity raaximuni near
400 mb. The ECMWF omegas (Fig, 28) have the vertical veloc-
i-^y maxiniuin centered at SCO mb, whereas the kinematic o:nega
(Fig. 27) maximum is in the 700 to 500 ib layer. The top of
upward motion region calculated by the mass budget method
(Fig. 26) extends considerably higher than for the other
methods, and reaches the top of the budgat volume by ^he end
of the analysis period.
A much weaker and less organized vertical motion
pattern is observed within radius eight in Figs. 26b, 27b
and 28b. The ECMMF vertical velocities are the ws^kest of
the omega fields =t this radius. Thr QLD and kinematic
^r ea-averaged cmega fields reveal an appreciable downward
vertical motion during the early time periods, as is espe-
cially evident in the kinematic fields. In the early *iir.e
periods strong subsidence in the middle troposphere associ-
ated with the cold air advection to the west of the develop-
ing polar low is creating a complex pattern in the
area-averaged cmega field. This pattern represents the com-
bined influences of the polar low and the following
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anticyclone. This complex pattern chaa5??s significantly as
the system undergoes horizontal expansion in time and the
inner processes associated with cyclogenssis becooi^ dcmmant
in the larger voluie.
B. STABILITY ANALYSIS
As described in chapter IV, cold dry air flows south and
southeast across the Greenland ice cap and over the rela-
tively warm waters of the eastern North Atlantic Ocean and
Dsnmark Strait during the sarly developnenr of th^ polar
low. Surface obssrvations from Princa Christian Sound and
Tingmiarmuit, located in extreme south and southeastern
Greenland, respectively, quantitatively raflect ths atmos-
pheric properties of this air mass. At 12 Gf^T 26 January,
Prince Christian Sound is reporting tempsratur^s of -3 C, a
d3w point of -6 C and wes t-noith west winds at 9 m/s. Simi-
lar Tingmiarmuit reports are -4 C, -10 C and wast-nort nwest
winds at 5 m/s. Saa-surface tamperaturas (SST) provided in
Pig. 8 indicate that the air mass is translating over SSTs
of approximately 4 to 6 C. This corresponds to a difference




This observed air-sea tsmpsratures and the subs<=;qu'^n-
rapid intensification of the polar low are consistsr.- wi-.h
Pyke (1965), who suggests that vecy ir-tens= oceanic
cyclogenesis occurs near ice-sea boundaries where the plane-
tary boundary layer is far fronj equilibrium with ocean sur-
face conditions. Although this imbalance occurs frequently
during cold air outbreaks over the eastern North Atlantic
Ocean, the rapid intensification of polar lows is quite
infrequent. To gain further insight on the role of static
stability in the formation of the polar low, the temporal
variations in static stability are examined and compared to
those obtained from other studies. Additionally, area-
averaged potential temperatures fields and their temporal
variations will be analyzed.
1 • 3 1 ati.c Stability
Variations in static stability are directly propor-
tional to the change in potential temperature between pres-
sure levels. Following Sandgathe (1331), the temporal
variations in static stability are obtained by simply sub-
tracting the 1000 mb potential temperature from that at 500
mb and dividing by the pressure difference. The computed
values serve as a stability index, with higher values
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reflecting higher stabilities. Values in Fig. 29 ars pro-
duced utilizing QLD area-avsragad poteatial uemp^ratares at
radii four and eight.
A destabilizing trend of the 1000-500 mb lay^r is
immediately noticable in Fig. 29 frcm 12 GMT 26 January
through 00 GMT 29 January. This trend spans -he development
and mature stages of the polar low. The initial stability
decreases are approximately 0.3 °K per 100 mb from 12 GMT 26
January to 00 GMT 27 January, duriag which a definite
cyclonic circulation evolved. This decrease in stability
prior to rapid deepening is consistent with numerical simu-
lations by Sandgathe (1981), but is lass than half of the
initial decrease found by Roman (1981) in his investigation
of the President's Day storm. In Callaad's (1983) western
Pacific Ocean cyclone, initial destabilizat ior. was also
present prior to maximum deepening. Ths static stabilities
of these three studi-s were considerably higher throughout
the evolution of the storms compared to the stabilities in
the polar lew. For example, minimum stability iniices of 5
and U.4 ®K per 100 mb were computed for the Pr<^sident*s Day
storm and the western Pacific 3cean cyclone, respectively.
The maximum observed stability index for the polar low was
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4.8 K per 100 mb occurring prior to ths initial dsstabili-
zation, and tba minimuni valu9 'rfas 2.1 °K p^r 100 iib.
The very low stability indices from 00 GMT 28 Janu-
ary through 00 GKT 29 January were explored further using a
skew T, log ? diagram. The area -averagai potential tempera-
ture at 1000 mb at radius four at 12 GMT 28 January is 277
K. Addi-^. ionaily , analysis of FSGS moisture fields indicates
near saturation in the lower troposphera. Lifting this par-
cel moist adiabatically yields a temperaturs at 500 mb which
is 10.7 ®K higher than if the parcel is Lifted dry adiabati-
cally. This moist adiabatic process corresponds to a sta-
bility index of 2.1 K per 100 mb, whereas the observed
stability index was 2.4. At 00 GMT 29 January a stability
index of 2.3 is obtained based on a moist adiabatic proc«=ss
compared to an observed value of 2.1 K par lOOmb. This
suggests that lapse rates approach moist adiabatic at 12 GMT
28 January and actually become conditiDnally stable by 00
GST 29 January.
At 00 GMT 29 January, the system has moved over
Northern Ireland with a large portion of the budget volume
over land. A sharp stability increase of 1.2 °K per 100 mb
is shown in Fig. 29 from 00 GMT 29 to 12 GMT 29 January.
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Th- stcrin's landfall and consequent shar? ris^ in stability
is associated with a period of vsry rapid d'icay, as
described in chapter IV.
2. Potential Tern ^sratura
To complete the stability anal/sis, QLD-producei
area-aver agad potantial temperature fields were examined.
Fig. 30 illustrates the temporal variations in potential
temperatures at radius four and eight. Isentrcpes for both
the inner and cuter radius show cooling in the lower tropo-
sphere diring the development stage of the cyclone. This
cooling is also apparent in the middle troposphere, espe-
cially at the inner radius. This incursion of cold air into
the budget volumes correlates well with the strong low-level
t amperat'ire advecticn processes described in caaptsr IV.
After 12 GMT 27 January, warming is observed in the lower
troposphere. Thi= warming of the lower troposphere is a
destabilizing effect, and results from significant sensible
heat transfer froi the ocean tD the ataosphere as the air
flows southward over higher s=a surface temperatures. Seme
warming occurs in the middle troposphera, and can be associ-
ated with the latent heat release due to convective activ-
ity. The warming in the middle troposphere is small
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compared to the marked warming of the lower levels, which
indicates that the destabilizing effect Df the sensible heat
transfer is larger than the stabilizing effect of latent
heat release in the middle troposphere.
Fig. 30 also illustrates the hydrostatic r-soonse of
the trcpopauss to the temporal variations of heating and
coding in the lower troposphere. Tha tropopaus-r is indi-
cated by the region of tight packing of the isentropes in
the vertical. At 12 GMT 26 January the trooopause is at 275
mb at both the inner and outer radius with temperatures near
315 °K at that level. At 12 GMT 28 January the polar low is
mature and cold-core, and the trooopause lowers to U50 mb
and at 295 °K.
C. SUMMARY
To summarize the Tiass budget and stability analysis, the
following results are presented:
• The area-averaged thickness of the convergence layer
increases in depth during explosive development. The
low-level convergence layer is centered near 925 mb,
and is shallow compared to the larger vertical extent
of the upper-level divergence;
• The Incipient lew is small in horizontal scale, and
undergoes areal expansion concurrent with rapid
development;
• Mass budget, kinematic and ECMWF omega fields reflect
similarities in maanitude and pattern, however, each
method produces velocity maxima at different levels.
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Area -avaraged 03i<=»ga fialds at radias sight during the
early time Dsriods are influsncsd by a combina'rion of
tas polar low and adiacent antic/cicn as. The ir.n = r
Drocessss associated with cyclogaaesis domina-9 tha
later time periods;
k difference of 8 to 10 Z betweea air and ocsan tsmo-
eratures is observed during the early developmen-^,
;
Isentropes in the lower and middle troposphere indicata
cooling" during the early develoomeat stage, and apore-
ciable warming with the approach of the mature stage.
The cooling pariod is due to strong tneraal adv=ctiv?
processes. The warming at the lower levels can be
attributed '*:o sensible heat gain from the ocean as the
polar low has moved southeastward Dver higher SSTs, and
•the warming at the middle levels caa be associated with
the latent heat release due to convective activity.
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VII. VORTICITY BUDGET ANALYSIS
A. GENERAL
Quasi-Lagr angian diagnostic absolute vor-icity budget
analyses wera performed using P3GE SCHWF lata fields from 12
GMT 26 January and continued in 12-h increments through 12
GMT 29 January. The results of this analysis ar= presented
in this chapter and include comprehensive discussions on the
principal contributing terms of the partitioned vorticity
budget equation presented in Table V, section B.
Vorticity budget results are illustrated using vertical
time sections supplemented by selected vertical profiles.
Budget volume radii are identical to those used in the mass
budget analysis, with radius four and radius eight repre-
senting the inner and outer radius respectively. Time peri-
ods denoted in the time sections refer to 12-h periods
between synoptic times. Units and contour intervals for all





The increase in absolute vDrtici^y in -he inr.^r biiQq=t
volume during a period of explosive deepening is illustrated
by vertical profiles in Fig. 3 1. At 1 2 GMT 26 Jdnuary^
absolure vorticity values are largest in the lower levels of
the troposphere and decrease steadily with increasing height
to U50 mb. This profile reflects the initial troughing at
the surface and the weak ridging aloft, as seen in Fig. 6.
During the following 48 h the polar low moves to the south
and southeast which results in a loss of planatary
vorticity. Despite this negative contribution, a signifi-
cant increase in absolute vorticity is observed through the
column during this time interval. At 12 GMT 27 January, the
largest values are still in the lower l9v?l3. However, the
largest gains during the precading 24 a are found in the
middle and upper Levels (600-200 mb) . Sharp increases in
absolute vorticity at these levsls continues during the next
24 h, and by 12 GMT 23 January, the maximum values within
the inner budget volume are cantered near 300 mb.
A vertical time section (Fig. 32) provides a similar
perspective of tha rapid increases of absolute vorticity
within the inner ind outer budget voluma. Examination of
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Figs. 32a and 32b indicates that the larger gains in abso-
lute vorticity cc::ur at th9 radius four. Additionally,
gains at the radius eight are slower to evolve, and th-:* max-
iaium vorticities occur at later tims periods. Steady
increases in absolute vorticity in the inner budget volume
are observed from 12 GMT 26 January ro 00 GMT 28 January.
The largest rate of increase appears to be centered ?n 12
GST 21 January in the 450 to 900 mb layer, which correlates
well temporally to the approach of the mature stage of the
polar low. After 12 GMT 28 January slow decreases in abso-
lute vorticity are noticeable as the system decays.
The tiae rate of change of the cyclone's absolute
vorticity within the inner and outer buiget volumes is pre-
sented in Figs. 33a and 33b. The same vorticity change
features discussed abcve are found in the tendency time sec-
tions. At radius four, a distinct maxinam is present at the
275 mb level in tha 2706 GMT period. This maximum suggests
strong upper-level forcing during the iivelopaent stage ,
and is consistent with the sharp inoraases in absolute
vorticity observed in Figs. 31 and 32. The time tendency
reverses sign after the 2806 GMT time period, which reflects
the decay of the storm in time. This negative tendency
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appears firs*: in the lower troposphere iue to fricticn^l
effects, and occurs 12 h laxer throughout the remaining tro-
posphere, k small decrease maximum is seen centered near
the 925 mb level daring the 2313 GMT period.
C. LATERAL THANSF03T
The total lateral transport of absolata vorticity -.z the
inner radius is presented in Fig. 34a. The maxinam posi-
tive contribution is centered at thB 925 mb l^v^l and
increases in time through the mature stags at 00 5?1T 28 Jan-
uary. Beyond the mature stage, an abatement of absolute
vorticity transport occurs within this lay = r as th-; system
decays. A secondary maxima occurs between 450 and 600 mb
during the rapid development period. Both maxima correlate
temporally with the mature stage of the polar low. At the
outer radius (Fig. 3Ub), inward transport supports the
cyclone's vorticity increase, however, this transport is
weak and occurs at later time periods when the inner
circulation has already begun to decay.
The total lateral transport, as described in Chapter V,
can be partitioned into mean and eddy aodes. Recall that
the mean mode represents the transport of absolute vorticity
by the irrotational part of the wind, and transport into the
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budget volume is associated with the maan convergert flew.
The eddy mode rapressnts transport of absolute vortici-y
into the budget volume by the covariances of inflow/outflow
and vcrticity deviations, and arises froa asymmetriss in the
flow about xhe cyclone.
Ths separate contributions of the maan and eddy modes to
the total lateral transport during a period of rapid in*-en-
sification are illustrated in Fig. 35. In the lower levels,
the total lateral and mean mode transport curves are quite
similar, both in trend and magnitude. Above 800 mb, tha
total lateral transport is the diffference between the large
negative mean mode and the evan larger positive eddy mode.
In a similar study of rapid intensification of a western
Pacific Ocean cyclone, Calland (1983) also found that th =
maan mode dominates tha lateral transport balow 830 mb, and
that significant positive eddy mode and negative maan mcda
contributions are observed in the uppar levels. However,
the total lateral transport in the upper levels in tha west-
ern Pacific Ocean cyclone correlates wall to maan mcda
transport, whereas the lateral transport for tha polar low
correlates more closely with the eddy mode transport.
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Alternatively, the total latsral transport of absolut?
v^rticity into/out of the budget volume can be separated
into lateral divergence and advection conponents, which are
similar to the mean and eddy modes, respectively. This pro-
cedure provides a more traditional vortici'iy equa-^ion view-
point of the physical processes involved in the rapid
development of the polar low. The following subsection will
explore and contrast these separate contributions and relatie
them to synoptic scale features when appropriate.
1- HSl^ Mod e and Latera l Pi Y§^2°tl9a
The vertical-time section illustrating the temporal
and spatial variations in the mean mode lateral transport of
absolute vorticity is presented in Fig. 36. kz radius fear
(Fig. 36a), a maximum contribution of absolute vorticity is
s~<^r. at low levels, which is coinciden- temporally and spa-
tially with th® low-level maxima se=n in the total lateral
transport (Fig. 3'+a) . Values of the low-level maxima for
the mean mode are slightly higher than those observed for
the total lateral transport. It follows that the eddy mode
contribution must be sligh-^-ly negative in the lower levels.
This suggests that the primary, if not sola, contributor to
the absolute vorticity build-up from lateral transport into
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the lower tropcsphsre arises from the mean cyclonic conver-
gent flow. In the middle and upper troposphere, a loss of
absolute vorticity is observed. A broad minimum is centerei
between 275 and 359 mb, and occurs at the same time periods
as the positive maximum which it overlies. At radius eiqht
(Fig. 36b), there are similar, but weaker contributions, and
the maxima/minima are found at later times.
The lateral divergence component representing the
inner radius is presented in Fig. 37a. This illustration
depicts a basic two-layer regime with a broad region of div-
ergence overlying a relatively strong convergence region.
The upper-level outflow and the low-level inflow aaxima are
both temporally situated between the 2706 GMT and the 2806
GMT time periods, 2.i^d are spatially located between the 275
to 350 mb livels and at the 925 mb level, respectively.
These features reflect strong similarities to the horizontal
mass fluxes within the inner budget volume described in
chapter VI (Fig. 23a). The lateral divergence component at
radius eight (Fig. 37b) reveals a similar structure to that
seen at the inner ra^^ius, although tae magnitudes of the
divergence and convergence are much weaicar. A weak diver-
gence pattern overlies a convergence region throughout the
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time periods. The convergence region streng-hens daring zhe
later tiae periods bur the values are ouch smaller than in
the strong, well-Drganized convergenca layer of the irn=r
budget volume. The temporal and spatial gain in absolut.e
vorticity through 2806 GMT in the lower troposphere is con-
sistent with the positive mass fluxes at the outer radius
(Fig. 23b) during the same time periods. This evolution is
another indication of the initially small areal scale of zh=:
polar low and its areal expansion concurrent with the
explosive developmsnt.
Comparison of the lateral divergence (Fig. 37) and
the mean [nod<= (Fig, 36) reveals strong similarities tempo-
rally, spatially and in magnitudes. Tbesa periods of dis-
tinct inflow of absolute 7orticit.y in the lower levels and
corresponding outflow aloft coincid= with rapid pressure
falls and increased circulation, as iescrlbed in chapter IV.
2« Z§.^1 'joji: L^l L at eiral Advection
The eddy lode contribution to the total latarai
transport is presented in Fig. 38. As in previous budget
analysis illustrations, it is clear that th«= inner radius
(Fig. 38a) budget reflects the dynamics and physical
processes involved in the rapid cyclogenssis, and that these
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processes at the oater radius (Fig. 38b) ara distorTsI due
zo the incor pcration of adjacgn- synDptic scale fea-ares
into the ouxer budget volume. This occurs becauss of tha
small horizontal scale of the polar low.
At radius four (Fig. 38a) thers is a slightly neg-
ative contribution frDin the addy mode in -che lower -ropo-
sphere. However, in the upper tropcsphara -here is a st.ror.g
positive maximum centered near 350 mb, aspeciall/ between
rhe 2706 and 2718 periods. This corrasponds to the time
periods of a jet streak incursion in-co the budget voluma, as
described in Chaptsr 17 and amplified in Appendix 3. Addi-
tionally, the largest SL? falls and circulation increases
are observed during this time interval. Beyond this time
the eddy moda contribution aloft diminished with time, and
the polar low began to decay.
The presen-e of an eddy mode maximum in the upper
layers, and its temporal relationship to periods of rapid
SL? falls and vigorous increases in surface cyclonic
circulation, closely agree with similar findings by Calland
(1983) in his study of a rapid cyclogenesis in the western
Pacific Ocean. Wash (1978) emphasizes the significant role
of eddy mode transports in cyclogenesis, and suggested that
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poor Limited Fina Mesh (IFM) forecasts of several fniiwrs*.
cyclones resulted from as inability to rasolve accurately
the eddy mode transports in the model.
The lateral advection of absolute vor-icity for both
the inner and cuter budget volumes (Fig. 39) show striking
similarities to ths eddy mode transport (Fig. 38), ht ta<=^
inner radius (Fig. 39a), a maxiipuin in positive vor-t-icity
advection (PVA) is temporally and spatially coincident wi-ih
the maximum seen in the eddy mode transport (Fig. 38a) in
the upper troposphere. Additionally, coacantric values seen
around these maxima are almost identical m magni-ude. This
shows -hat the upper-level PVA results from advection of the
cyclonic shear poleward cf the jet strealc, and that the j^t
streak incursion iato the inner budget volama is the domi-
nant contributor to upper- level absolute vorticity
increases. In th5 lower troposphere, both th=> lateral
advection and eddy mode transports reflect negative
vorticity advection (NVA) .
D. VERTICAL EEDISTH lEUT ION
As presented in the previous section, significan- abso-
lute vorticity increases observed in ths lower troposphere
can be attributed to the mean cyclonic convergent flow.
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similarly, strong increases in absoliits vortici*:y =»- th'^
upper levels can be attribiitsd to the incursion of a j^*
streak into the budget volume. This sec-ion will ?xplor?
the role of vertical redistribution of absolute v^rticity
from the lower and upper levels of the troposphere into the
middle levels, where the larger gains are observed during
rapid intensification (Fig. 31).
The vertical redistribution of absDiute vor-ici-y is
rsprssented in the partitioned form of the vorticity equa-
tion (Table V, section B) by the divergence cf the vertical
transport. The divergence of the vertical transport is a
vertical derivative of the transport between pressure lev-
els, which was computed using the kinematic vertical veloci-
ties. The vertical- time section of the divergence of the
vertical transport is presented in Fig. 43. At the inner
radius (Fig. '^Oa), a two-layer circulation is depicted with
strong transport of absolute vorticity from the lower levels
into the middle and upper tropDsphere. A maximum region of
divergence of the vertical transport occurs between the 2713
and 28C6 GMT time interval, and is spatially centered at the
925 mb level. This maxima naturally correlates well with
the period of maximum vertical velocities illustrated in
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Fig. 27, Convergsnce of absolute vorticity is nc-icad in
the middle and upper levals throughout -hs tims section with
a maximum located at the 350 mb levBl daring the 2806 GilT
period.
At the outer radius (Fig. '40b) , a oaore complex pat-em
is seen. It is apparent that adjacent synoptic f-^aiuras
dominate the larger volume until the 2718 GMT period. After
this time period, an upward transport of absolute vortici*y
from the lower levels to the middle troposphere is observed.
The values at this outer radius ar^ significantly smaller
than those observed at the inner radius, and occur ar la-^er
time periods.
As was the case with the lateral transport 'eras, the
divergence of the vertical transport caa be partitioned into
the more traditional vertical advectioa and di7<?rgenca com-
ponents. The vertical divergence component is the negative
of the divergence component of the lateral transport so they
cancel. The spatial aad temporal variations in the vertical
divergence component are presented in Fig. 41. A cursory
inspection of Figs. UO and 41 indicates that the vertical
divergence component is the principal contributor to the
divergence of the vertical transport, and this shows that
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vertical advsctior. of absolu-e vorticity plays a rslativsly
unimportant role. SxaminatiDn of th= vertical advecticr.
component (Fig. 42) at the inner radias maricedly refiacts
this insignificant contribution to oyolone d^vslopiu^n-
.
Values- in the outer volume were too sniall for graphical
depiction. This dominance of the vertical divergence compo-
nent in the vertical redistribution of absolute vorticity,
and the relatively insignificant role of vertical advection,
agree with findings by Calland (1983) in his study of a
western Pacific Ocean cyclone.
E. SOURCES AND SII^KS
In the partitioned form of the vorticity budget equation
(Table V, section B) , the source/sink term is comprised of
the horizontal divergence, tilting and friction terms. The
horizontal divergence and tilting terms can be sources or
sinks of vorticity, and the friction tarm is only a sink.
Holton (1979) states that the generation of absolute
vorticity by horizontal divergence is the fluid analog of
the change in angular velocity, which results from a change
in the moment of inertia when angular momentum is conserved.
If postive horizontal divergence exists and circulation is
conserved, the area enclosed by the parcel will increase and
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the absolute vcrtiri-y must decrease. Siniilarly, ^ region
of horizontal convergence will generate absolute voriicirv
when circulation is conserved. Addition ally. Hoi ton attri-
buxss the vertical vorticity generation to rhe -ilting of
horizontally oriented components of vorriicity by a non-
uniform vertical mot ion fiald.
The horizontal divergence referred to wi-hin this sec-
tion is identical to the divergence compoaent cf -he lateral
transport cf absolute vorticity previously discussed (Fig.
37). A region of strong convergence is seen in the lower
levels ax. radius four (Fig. 37a), and reflects significant
cyclonic vor^icir,y generation within the lower troposphere.
Similarly, "he broad divergence region centered a- the 350
mb level contributes -o significant negative vor'cicity -en-
dencies aloft. The maxima in low-level vorticity generation
is temporally centered near the 2718 GMT time period, hew-
ever, the maximum contribution to upper-level vorticity
decreases occurs later during the 2806 SMT period. Similar,
but weaker patterns exist at the outer radius (Fig. 37b) ,
and occur at later time periods.
Vertical vorticity generation due to the tilting term
(Fig. 43) plays an unimportant role in the cyclone
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d9velopin«?nt. Only small losses of absolu-cs vor-ici-y a-
radius four ar<= noticed in the middle troposphera (500 T,b)
between the 2706 and 2718 GMT periods. Values for r.h? ril--
ing term observed at the outer radius are neglibl^;, and an
illustration is not included.
The negative contribution, or sink 3f absolute vorticity
within the budget volume, dae to friction is calculatsi
using a stability independent parameterization (Johnson and
Downey, 1976) . This dissipation of absolute vorticity
within the lower layer of the troposphere is illastrated in
Fig. UU, The influence of friction is confined to the layer
below 775 mb, and is a mere dominant feature at the inner
volume (Fig. 44a) than at the outer vcLme (Fig. 44b) , A
maximum in frictional dissipation is observed at the 925 mb
level, and occurs between the 2806 and 2318 g:it ? = riods.
Temporally, this corresponds to the beginning of -he decay
cycle of the polar low and subsequent rises in central
pressures
.
The frictional dissipation of absolute vorticity has a
severe retarding effect on the lateral transport processes
in the lower troposphere. For example, the total lateral




valu€ of 12 X 10 s '^ centered a- 925 ib. The fric-icnal
dissipation (Fig. U4a) calculated for ths same -i:!i= p^^riod
-10 9
and levsl is approximately 10 X 10 3'^. Sub-rac-.ion oz
thsse opposing t€>ndencies yields a nat sffectiva lateral
-in 2transport of only 2 X 10 "^ s"*^ . ruarsfor? frictional
effects in the low^r levels clearly negate to a considerable
degree the otherwise quite significant :;ontributi on of the
lateral transport of absolute vortici-y, Ths fricticnal
effects in the middle and uppsr tropospaars, however, are
insufficient to offset the vorticity generating airchanisms,
and allows more rapid increases in absoluze vorticity at
these levels.
F. RESIDUALS
Vorticity budget residuals arise from interpolation ani
truncation errors, as well as from unresolved physical
processes not incorporated into the vorticity badget equa-
tion. The residuals serve to measure the integity of the
vorticity budget calculations. Positive residuals indicate
a vorticity excess, or vorticity that is not accounted for
by the calculations with the present data set and this for-
mulation of the physical processes (e.g. the parametsriza-
tion of the frictional processes). Similarly, negative
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values indicate smallsr values of absolute vorticity -"han
computsd.
At radius four (Fig. ^5a) , a complex pattern cf residu-
als is illustrated. In the upper levels, a dual-center max-
ima is located near the 250 mb level. h similar pattern in
the upper -roposphere was calculated by Calland (1S83)
during a period of rapid intensification of a western
Pacific Ocean cyclone. Calland sugges-ced that these
excesses are the result of improper representation of
intense mesoscale convective activity, and a subsequent
underestimation of vertical redistribution processes. It
must be noted that it is extremely difficult to isolate spe-
cific causes for the residuals within the budget volume.
However, misrepresentation of mesoscale convective activity
remains a plausible explanation for th5 vorticity excesses
observed in the upper troposphere and the deficits observed
at middle levels. No appreciable residuals are observed at
the outer radius (Fig. 45b).
G. SUMMARY
The purpose of this section is to interrelate many of
the processes discussed in the previous sections. The sum-






• The mean convergent flow (mean mode) dominates the
total lateral transport below 800 mb. However, this
low-level lateral transpor-^, of absolute vorticity is
nearly offset by frictional dissipation of vcrrici^y;
• Significant lower tropospheric absolute vorticity
increases were- shown to occur primarily from the source
divergence term; and
• The vertical divergence component of the vertical
transport is the primarv mechanism in the transport of
absolute vorticity f rom^ the lower levels tc -^he middle
and upper levels.
Opoer tro posp har e
• The most rapid increases in absoluts vorticity occur at
2706 GMT in the 250 to 300 mb layer, which correlates
well to a period of rapid surface pressure fall* and
vigorous circulation increases;
• Eddv mode transport and P7A transport components are
the" dominant contributors of absolute vorticity in the
upper levels, and are associated with the incursicr' of
a^5-^ streak into the budget volume;
• Dooer tropospheric increases in absolute vorticity due
to' jet streak propagation into the budget volume and
vertical redistribution processes Dffset the strongly
negative contributions of upper level divergence;
• The largest surface pressure fails and circulation
increases are temDorally coincident with the occurrence
cf the eddy mode and PVA maximum; \n.i
• The eddy mode aid PVA contributipn aloft diminishes




VIII. CONCLDSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Dynamical and physical processes involved i?. a rapid
intensification of a polar low were iLV2st.igated using qua-
si-Lagrangian diagnostic techniques. Specifically, mass and
absolute vorticity budgets ware calculated for a North
Atlantic polar low utilizing ECMWF FGGE level Ill-b data
fields. Significant budget features were axamined and
correlated to observed synoptic patterns.
The following Icey results ire presaatsd:
• The incipient cyclone develops within a low 1^7=^1 baro-
clinic zcne overlying a sea-surface -smoerature gradi-
ent. No aooreciable tnid-level positive vorticitiy
advection was" observed;
• Initial destabilizat ion of the lower -roposphere pre-
ceding rapid intensifica-ion is attributed to strona
low level* advection of cold air over relatively higH
sea surface tenceratures. The rssuitiny low static
stabilities and enhanced low-level barcclmity supnort
a shift of maximum growth rate to shortar wavelengths,
as prescribed in theory.












and undergoes area! expansion concurrent with rapid
development
;
Rapid surface prsssure falls and /igorous circula+-ion
increases correlate well with the observed maxima in
low level inward mass transport and upper level mass
outflow;
Mean convergent flow dominates the total lateral trans-
port of absolute vorticity below 83D mb, however, fric-
tional forces seriously retard this contribution. The
mere significant gains in low leva! absolute vorticity
occur primarily from the divergence source term;
The most rapid observed surface pressure falls and
circulation increases are coincidant temporally with
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the incursion cf th€ forward divergsr.cs quadra"."*: of ijet straak into the budget vciums. This fundamental
contribution of shear vortici-^y, combined with vertical
redistribution of absclute vortici~y from lower I'^vc^ls,
offsets the stroag upoer level losses due zo diver-
gence; and
• An oscillatory temperature pattern with spurious warm-
ing and coolina regions below 350 mb in -lie D6 and 13
GMT ECMWF analysis was discovered.
Recommendations for further research:
• Further efforts should be made to isolate the diabatic
heating contributions such as sensible heat fluxes
through the air-sea interface and latent heat release
due to convec'ion;
• A broad climat ological study should be conducted to
gain more coiiclusive ccrrela-ions between jet streak
superpositioni ng and rapid maritime cyclogenesis ; and
• An in-depth investigation should be conducted into the






Major inconsistencies discovered in the 06 and 13 GMT
ECMW? FGGE temperature fields precluded afforxs to study the
evolving cyclone ii 6 h time increments. Therefore, QLD
mass and vcrtici-y budget analyses (Chapters VI and 711) , as
well as synoptic illustrations referentred in Chapter TV,
were prepared utilizing only the 00 and 12 GilT FGGE data
fields. These dara were found to b? suitable for this
research effort, and no major discrepancies were no^-ed.
The 06 and 13 GMT data problem was firs- discovered
during analysis of t-he 6-h area -averagai poten-tial tempera-
tures (Fig. U6). Notice the oscillatory patterns of warming
and cooling below 350 mb, especially at the inner radius
(Fig. 46a) . Following the inner volume 275 and 280 K isen-
trcpes would suggest spurious warming at 2706, 2713 and 2818
GMT interdispersed with periods of rapid cooling at 2806 and
2906 GMT, Other inconsistencies are seen throughout the
inner volume time section, but perhaps the most glaring evi-
dence of erroneous temperature data is suggested by the sud-
den warming near the U50 mb level at 2905 g:iT. Similar
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wavelilce pat-erns of warming and cooliag are ss^n in th^
out9r volume (Fig. 46b), and ars particularly evident, in xhe
temporal variations of the 275 and 295 °K isentropes. Th-re
ar9 no plausible physical explanations for these undula-ing
thermal tendencies from the synoptic pat-ems.
It follows that the 06 and 18 GMT daca probiea will also
Isad to a misrepresentation of s-abilit.y tendencies. This
misrepresentation is clear when comparing the 6-h stability
trace (Fig. U7) to the 12-h trace (Fig. 29). The 6-h trace
suggests a marked stabilization from 33 GMT zo 06 GMT 28
January, followed by an equally s-rrong destabilization
period over the next 6 h. Similarly, an anomalous pattern
of rapid sxabilizat ion and destabilization is suggested
during the 00 -^o 12 GMT 29 January pari^i.
Thes? problems encountered wi-h rhs 06 and 18 3MT data
prompted rh3 decision to employ a 12-h ti:iie increment for
budget analyses, thereby eliminating tha 06 and 18 GMT da-a
fields from the budget calculations. Howaver, a 6-h
vorticity budget was run to document th? impact of *:h= erro-
neous data on budget formulations, Conparison of the 6-h
absolute vorticity time tendency (Fig. 48a) to the 12-h time
tendency (Fig. 33) reveals some similarities, but the trends
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that ara eveiuant in the 12-h plots irs obscurrd by tn=
oscillatory ccaponsnts in the 6-h plots. Ths incorporation
of the 06 and 18 GIT data into budget oilculation s has cre-
ated a checkerboard pattern of absolute vorticity gains
(maxima) and losses (minima) in th^ 6-h time tendency. This
pattern by no means accurately describes the volumetric
gains/losses of absolute vorticity expected in this study of
a rapid cyclogenesis. Similarly, an osoillatory pattern is
observed in the 6-h budget residuals (Fig. 43b), where
alternating periods of vorticity excesses and deficits are
seen throughout the time section. A residual pattern such
as this in the budget calculations and analyses has little
credibility.
A brief investigation was conducted to determine a pos-
sible cause of the temperature bias at D6 and 13 G?IT. Ther^
are few temperature observations in the lower and middle
levels of the troposphere due to the following:
• No rawinsonde soundings, which are only released at 00
and 12 GMT;
• Lack of aircraft reocrts, since aircraft normally tran-
sit the North Atlantic at much high=r altitudes; and
• Temperature soundings from polar orbiting satellites
are sparse and intermittent.
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Th^refor^, only a f^w t smperatiir s observations are availaol^
in the lower and middls trcposphar^ as iupat to adjus- -h-^
first auess from the model. Callarid (1933) and Paegle
(1983) have also documented a F3G3 rsmpera-are bias, and add
support to -he 06 and 18 GMT temperatura inconsis* encies





As dascribsd in Chapter VII, an inner volume maximum in
sidy mode transport (Fig. 38a) occurs in the 250 to 300 mh
layer, and correlates well to rapid surface pressure fall<~
and vigorous circulation increases. Additionally, the eddy
mode transport and the vertical redistribution processes
offset the sxrongly negative contributions from upper level
divergence, and thereby enhance the developmen- of the polar
low. To further investigate the fundaaental role of upper-
level forcing, a uore detailed analysis of the 300 mb winds
and isotachs was performed. Special attention is given to
the superposit ioning of the jet streak features in relation
to the evolving polar low.
At 12 G.MT 26 January, th9 polar low is a shallow depres-
sion located immediately to the southwest of Iceland (?ig.
6c). Analysis of 300 mb winds and isotarhs (Fig. U9a) indi-
cates straight, nozrthwesterly flow over the incipient
cyclone, and a 40 m/s jet streak upstream across western
Greenland. By 18 5MT 26 January (Fig. 49b) the leading edge
of this jet streak extends to the southeast coast of
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Greenland, and a decrease in horizcnral iisiance b9tw'ren th<s
surf aca low and ^h? jet streak is noticed. TLls approach of
the upper level jet streak is also reflected m significant
increases in eddy mods transport (Fig. 38a) . During the
next 6 h, the jet streak continues to propagarie downstrsani,
and by 00 GMT 27 January (Fig. 50a) th9 maximum is over th5
east coast of Greenland.
During the period from 12 GMT 26 January -o 00 GMT 27
January, the surface low has evolved a closed circulation,
and has experienced a 1 1 mb decrease in central pressure
(Fig. 10c). The ensuing 12-h time period marks the most
draaatic central pressure falls (15 mb) and circulation
increases. Additionally, a maximum in positive vorticity
tendency occurs in th^ 250 to 30 mb lay^r (Fig. 33a) during
this time interval. This can be explained by the rapid
approach of the jet streak and, consequently, a strong eddy
mods transport of absolute vorticity in the upper levels.
By 06 GMT 27 January (Fig. 50b) the jet streak has continued
to propagate rapidly to the south- southeast with the polar
low located below the left front quadrant of the jet streak
at this time. The strong cyclonic shear and divergence
associated with this quadrant enhances mass compersation
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(increasBd vertical velocities) frcm lower levels, which is
consistent with the surface pressure falls. 3y 12 3!1T 27
January (Fig. 51a) the strong polar low has moved in a incre
easterly direction away from the jet s-raak, howevar, sub-
srantial upper level cyclonic shear aloft is still observed.
By 18 GMT 27 January (Fig. 51b), the polar low has con--
tinued to move to the east. The polar low is occluding a-
upper levels and the corresponding abatament in eddy mode
transport of absolute vorticity into the upper troposphere
(Fig. 38a) is observed beyond this tiue. The polar low
matures and becomes vertically stacked (Figs. 15 and 52a) by
00 GMT 23 January. Beyond this ti^ie period (Fig. 52b) , the
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100 mb 3 27T
F = / / / - fr^ sinB dadB (-dp)/ lli
1000 mb
where F is the volume integral of the desired budget property f
The budget equation is
6f
•Jf = LT(F) + VT(F) + S(F)ot
where the lateral transport is
100 mb 2-17
r f .
LT(F) =1 j - (U-W)g frsine da(-dp)|g
1000 mb
and the vertical redistribution is
100 mb B 2tt
VT(F) = / 11-^ (^-^f) r^ sinS dadB(-dp) .
J } } ^^V
1000 mb
The source/sink term is








-/i 2r sin3 dad3dp
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where f = 1 .
The Budget Equation










VT = / / -^ ((OKUg) r sinS dad3 |
where
d£ ^Pb







100 mb S 2iT
/ //iC^ «= / / / ~ ^a ^^ sinS dadB (-dp)
1000 mb




The budget equation is
fiC
-^^ = LT(C^) + DVT(C^) + Sd^J
ot a a a
vhere the lateral transport is
100 Eb S 2:r
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DVT(C ) = / I -^ (CO C ) r^ sinS dad3 .a / / g dp a
The source/sink term is
100 mb 3 27T









The partitioned form of the vorticity budget equation is
•6(C)
at
+ LT (C^) + DVT (C^)
a , a


























M'?an ar.d Eidy Modes
(Aftsr Conant, 1932)
100 mb 27r
EM(C^) = / / •^^*(H-W)3 r sinB da(-dp)|g
1000 mb
100 mb 2-n
MMCC^) = / / ^^2^U-W)^ r SinB da(-dp)l^
1000 mb
100 mb 2Tr





/ JiMM(G^) = / / ^ia^U-W)^ ^ sinS da(-dp)|^
1000 mb
EM is the eddy mode and MM is the mean mode
.
2Tr
Note that C )^ = ^ ( ) da
and ()=()-() is the deviation of the property





GO GMT FRIDHT JRNUflRT 26 1979
STNOPS* SHIPS 2310 1087
SflT WINDS (LOW LEVEL) 677
SflT WINDS (HIGH LEVEL) 1350
flSDflRS»flIDS»flIREPS 84 523 1028
BUOYS* NflVflIDS»OSCNDES» COLORS 157 11 18 47
TEMPS* PILOTS 759 502
SflTEMS»LIMS SOUNDINGS 1470
SATELLITE WINDS (HIGH LEVEL).
SRTEMS. LIMS SOUNDINGSa
i^L A.
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Figure 1. FGGE Data Coverage 00 GMT 26 January 1979 (From
Documentation cf Stat ion Plot Program)
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DO GMT SflTURDHY JflNUflRT 27 1979
STNOPS. SHIPS 2269 1091
SflT WINDS tLOW LEVEL) . . 453
SflT WINDS (HIGH LEVEL) . . 975
RSDfiRS* AIDS. HI REPS 127 562 973
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Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1
1979
excspt foe 00 GMT 27 January
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00 GMT SUNDRY JRNURRT 28 1979
STNOPS» SHIPS. , . . 2295 1056
SflT WINDS (LOW LEVEL) 753
SRT WINDS (HIGH LEVEL) 1358
flSDfiRS»flIDS»niREPS 103 573 952
BUCTS»NRVflIDS9DS0NDES»C0LBflS 158 10 6 51





Figure 3. Similar to Figure 1
1979
except for 00 3MT 28 January
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Figure 6. Sy:icptic Situation 12 GMT 26 January 197^ (A) 25
mb Winds (m/s) - (B) 500 mb Haights (Solid) in gp
and Absolute Vorticity (Dashedl x 10 s . (C)












Figure 7. DMSP IR Imagery 2207 Gi4T 26 January 1979. (L)
Denotes Surface Pcsiton of Polar Low.
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F' qure 8. FNOC SSI Analysis C 12 GMT 26 January 1979.
(L) Denotes S'lzfacs Postion of Polar Low at 12









Figure 9. DMSF IR
Denotes
0124 GilT 27 j = -aary 1973. (L)














Figure 11. DMSP IR Imagery 05U4 GMT 27 January 1979. (L)




Figure 12. DMSP IR Imagery 1343 GMT 27 January 1979. (L)







Figure 13. Siniilar t
1979




Fiqur= 11*. DMSP IR Iitiaqery 2006 GMT 27 January 1979












Figure 16. DMSP IR Imagery 1025 GriT 28 January 1979. (L)










































Figure 21. FNOC 36-h aDdel For^casT Comparison. SLP





















Figure 22. N-^C.FGSE, FNOC Csntral Prassu;
Analysss in 1 2-h Increments.















2618 2706 2718 2806
TIME PERIOD
2908
Figure 23. Hcrizontal Mass Flux (A) Fadius a (B) Radius 8.
Positive/Negative Values DenDt= Mass Flux








































riqure 2U. Radial Cros£-S?-c'icn s aT (A) 00 GKT 27 Jar.uarv,
(3) 12 3:^T 27 January. Units saia.^ a= Figure 23.
1 13

Figure 25. Radial Cress-Sections (A) 00 GMT 28 January, (3)
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Figure 26. QLD Vertical Valociti^s (Omagas) az (A) Radius
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Fiqure 29. Static Stability In^ex, Values °K per 100 nb,






'igure 30. A;:€a-Avarag'5d Potential Temprrat-ures
























ABSOLUTE V0HTI03TY (X 10**-5/SEC)
Figure 31
.
Absoluta Vorticity Verrical Profilas for Radius















Figure 32. Absoluts Vorticity Tise Sections for ( ?.i Radius








Figure 33 Absolute Vorticity Vertical lime Tendency for
(A) Eaiius 4 and (E) Radius 3. Solid/dashed
Con-ours Indicate JJj^Tt±;;itY Increases/Decreases,














LATERAL THANSPOHT ]'^*-^.f^ if'^^{!^**0\
Figure 35. Total, Hean and Eddy ^5od<5 Lateral Transports
During a Period cf Rapid Intsasif ication. Unit:
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Similar to Figure 33 sxceo": for Later=»l























Figure 39. Sinilar to Figure 33 except for Lateral
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Figure 41. Similar to Figure 33 excapt for Vertical





2618 2706 2718 2806
TIME PERIOD
2818 2206
Figure 42. Sirrilar to Figura 33 except
Advection Compcnent of the I
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2818 2906
Figure 45, similar to Figiars 33 except for Residuals
13U
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Figure 46. ?GGE 6-h Ar^a-Avfir=iged Poteatial Temperatures





















Figure 48. FGG5 6-h Radiu
Tendencies and
Figure 33.
s a Budger Fields for (A) Ti













Figure U9. 300 mb Isotachs (A) 12 GMT 23 January (B) 18 GMT
26 Janaary. Isctach Contour Intervals in 10 m/s.












Figure 50. Similar zo Figure 49 exc3?x for (A) 00 GMT 27












Siiilar tc Figure 49 except for (A) 12 S«T 27











Pigur* 52. Siirilar to Figure U9 except for (A) 00 3MT 28
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